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I am awake, yet I dream.
Yet I dream, I am awake.
In this labyrinth of seeming,
You are awake, yet you dreaming.

One of the responses to Poe’s Eureka, which I noted personally, was that:
«Audience members said it was not persuasive or simply too long.»
—https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eureka:_A_Prose_Poem
I have written «too bad» before, but now it is finally here: A short version. ¼ of
the Eureka.
Poe, in his Eureka, said, «He who from the top of AEtna casts his eyes leisurely
around, is affected chiefly by the extent and diversity of the scene. Only by a
rapid whirling on his heel could he hope to comprehend the panorama in the
sublimity of its oneness. But as, on the summit of AEtna, no man has thought of
whirling on his heel, so no man has ever taken into his brain the full uniqueness
of the prospect; and so, again, whatever considerations lie involved in this
uniqueness, have as yet no practical existence for mankind.»
This work is such a panorama of this thing we call existence.
I might be candid here, but I will just say it aloud: I have been to Nirvana.
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I was lying in my bed with my girlfriend. I was not asleep or anything, no drugs,
nothing; not even a beer. Nor did I meditate. Then I woke up! Literally.
I have had other spiritual trips also. That is for another time.
When God is sleeping, he is sleeping. I know, because when I fell asleep in
Nirvana, I woke up here. So every day I’m like, «I’m dreaming awake!» This
universe is literally a dream. When the Buddha is telling us to wake up, it is not
poetry, nor poetic talk. It is literal.
Physicists have found that we may be living in a hologram of sorts, imagine when
they discover that it’s all a dream! I would like to see Brain Greene host that
show! And, what is Nirvana like? Obviously, words don’t cut it. And it’s not like
there is a sign that says: «Welcome to Nirvana: The Land of the One.»
«Nirvana» is just a word that I use. But let us paint a picture anyway. So, what
is it like to be God? Answer: 100% natural. The analogy here is: You are
dreaming, and then you wake up. When you wake up, you become yourself
again. Likewise, it is 100% natural to be God. Because you are God. Know
thyself. You wake up, literally. And when you wake up: There is no feeling of
space and time. Your consciousness is light as a feather. It was a sober, pure
and humble consciousness. God is not like Zeus! Or, to put it in other words: It
was an AWESOME consciousness! You have no idea how awesome this is! It is a
different perspective. Moving on: You do not have a body. You exist in this ocean
of white light; but it is not external, it is not a place/space, it is your
consciousness. You are bigger than the universe, to put it like that. You are in
another dimension. You are no longer human or, you are something «more.»
And you are the only one who exists; so, naturally, you do not care about other
people. Everything is ok and will always be ok. You are immortal. You just are.
End of story. That is, you know how everything is composed like you know you
are conscious. It is a knowing. But let us not digress. «Other people» = illusion.
And you do not care about phantasms! No help will come from God because ...
you are God! Likewise, your physical body cannot help you when you are off in
dreamland. But there are other ways the body can help you. So help will come.
But, the point is, it is not like you think! Like any dream, you will wake up. It
happened to me. To be God is not scary; it is the most natural thing in the
universe. And you evolve. It is not like you are static. But one thing is for sure:
Human consciousness is HEAVY! Something you will experience upon reentry to
this dreamland we call the universe.
But Nirvana is white light and what you would call home. Real home. But there is
no television. Thus, the notion that God is creating this universe so that he can
experience things (evolve) is really what I felt too. However, there was a deeper
purpose to it. I had to go back to sleep. I had too. Sleeping, that is, being awake
in the universe, was important. Like a job that needed to be done.
It is like a hive mind and we are the hive mind. However, the hive mind also
needs to work in order to survive, and that requires ants. Therefore, the hive
mind has no choice but to leave its center of consciousness and become the ant
for a while. The ant’s consciousness is a part of the hive mind. The ant does not
have a consciousness that is independent of the hive mind. We are all dependent
on God.
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We are worker ants and we do not know the purpose of our job. We just work!
Alternatively, most of us slack and wait for a carcass to arrive!
Note: Atheists reading this might not be happy with my use of the meme God. Of
course, there is no such thing as God, Nirvana and so on. These are just words.
Words will ultimately fail. I am simply employing the meme God in order to
evolve it and thus get rid of the religulous. This work is a poem.
Dear Reader, I am passionately interested in free energy because it can solve all
of our problems and, with 20 000 children dying each day on our planet, the
need for free energy is so great that it boggles the mind that the scientific world
claims its impossibility and that the political world does not spend a dollar
pursuing free energy, especially in this day and age with Global Warming
descending upon us. When I think about all the children we can help with a
change in attitude, tears clog my mind! And when I talk to people about it,
nobody seems to care. I get very upset. It is not a good place to be in. If I strap
a bomb to a child, then the whole wide world would watch! If I say I can save
20 000 children from dying from starvation each and every day, nobody raises as
much as a few eyebrows. The child strapped to a bomb we label «ingroup,» while
the other 20 000, we label «outgroup.» We did not evolve to care for the latter
group. Similarly, the label «free energy» is in the world’s «outgroup.» This must
change! A paradigm shift must occur.
Free energy has absolutely nothing to do with the infinite. Infinity is hogwash!
Scientists say that free energy is impossible because they, for whatever reason,
believe that free energy = infinite energy. Energy is always finite. It comes in
finite packets. Free energy is resurrected energy—and that is a very different
paradigm, indeed!
Why the world does not spend any money pursuing free energy boggles the mind
when the man who gave us electricity and the modern world in the first place
said it was possible! That man was Nikola Tesla. I get angry. I get frustrated. But
then the calm voice inside my head tells me it’s ok; it says, «The reason why the
world is not in pursuit of free energy is simple: It is just evolution. The world is
an animal that is dependent on the phenomenon of money in order to survive.
Free energy would effectively kill that money-animal. Thus, the money-animal,
who controls the voice of politics, science and etc., will ridicule and cull the
meme «free energy» at any cost in order to survive.» It is all simple.
Another idea which the gods pressed upon my brain was that, evolution is not
really about survival. Evolution is about recreation. The reason is simple: When
the cuboctahedron folds, new toruses are created—and this happens ad
infinitum. You see, this folding of the cuboctahedron (i.e., the pumping
mechanism of the cuboctahedron/torus) is all there ever was and all there ever
will be; nature cannot become something she is not, nature is the
cuboctahedron, therefore, she cannot become a different animal. If the
cuboctahedron—which is the black heart of nothingness whence we all came—is
all there is, then evolution is not about survival. Nature is all about breathing
(i.e., the pumping mechanism of the cuboctahedron/torus), which is an act of
recreation or resurrection. Nevertheless, is not this grand word «resurrection»
just another word for «survival?» No. The difference is day and night: «Tell me,»
Wittgenstein’s asked a friend, «why do people always say, it was natural for man
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to assume that the sun went round the earth rather than that the earth was
rotating?» His friend replied, «Well, obviously because it just looks as though the
Sun is going round the Earth.» Wittgenstein replied, «Well, what would it have
looked like if it had looked as though the Earth was rotating?» Do you see the
difference? It looks like evolution is all about the word «survival,» but the
opposite is true: Evolution is about resurrection, which means that the gods
would rather commit suicide and be born again than survive for all eternity. Just
like breathing, in order for you to breathe out, you first have to breathe in ...
again. Nature is all about breathing because she is the dual torus.
Nature is not about survival for the reason that she is immortal.
Back to free energy:
«Why does not our sun utilize free energy and burn forever? Why do stars die if
free energy is true? This simple and obvious observation testifies to the fact of
the impossible nature of free energy!»
Because free energy happens in the microworld where the toroidal center is so
tight that energy fed into it becomes ordered again. On a larger scale, we do not
accomplish free energy because of the larger dimensions of the macroworld—and
this is the reason why our stars die. It is all about geometry. Like in the movie
300 (2006): At the battle of Thermopylae, King Leonidas and his brave men
defended majestically against a huge Persian army because the topography of
the Hot Gates allowed it. Free energy is similar. The tight center of the torus in
the microworld allows dead energy to be resurrected; in the macroworld, this
«terrain» is simply not there, and, therefore, our suns die. Nevertheless, a sun is
a big thing compared to, say, a car. We can harness the power of the microworld
and power our cars. Free energy is so simple: The microworld, and thus nature
as a whole, cannot die!
Professors like Robert W. Koontz says free energy is possible, so it is not that
scientists do not believe at all in its possibility. It is more like the money-animal
is at work.
This is my newest picture of reality (31.07.16)
Nature is a system. She is not a structure; that is, nature is a boneless animal;
she has no skeleton.
Nature is a system; meaning that there is no dam in nature that can prevent
Motion from existing.
We get the result that: All is Motion.
Thus we have no dam, Motion ever was; it cannot be created nor destroyed.
Motion in its true state is Nothingness. It all began with nothingness.
The system is the cuboctahedron. (The Illuminati knows: The cuboctahedron is
the Philosopher’s stone and the Holy Grail. The 12 energy lines in the
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cuboctahedron are the 12 Disciples of Christ. Christ is the center point where the
lines converge.)
The cuboctahedron has this in and out phase where it spins or collapses down to
the tetrahedron and back up again, ad infinitum. Its spin allows for two, and only
two, possibilities: clockwise and anticlockwise spin. We thus accomplish the dual
torus. This is the origin of spin and why our galaxies spin. Liken the dual torus to
Muspelheim and Niflheim and, liken the Ginnungagap to our notion of
nothingness, then, the Norwegian creation account is spot on. My ancestors were
spot on!
How does the cuboctahedron accomplish nothingness?
The cuboctahedron spins so fast that it accomplishes nothingness. This
nothingness can be seen when the 12 energy lines converge; it is here
nothingness is generated. Nothingness is balance.
But further out, the «maelstrom» is not that fast and, this creates spacetime and
The Big Bang. Seen with our eyes, the Big Bang had a beginning. Seen from
eternity or from the eyes of nothingness, the Big Bang is an eternal cycle or
torus that breathes in and out.
Solving the Riddle of Time: How the Big Bang banged!
If you take a spoon and make a little whirlpool in your glass, then you will see
that the whirlpool is fastest at the head of the spoon. This fast motion creates
nothingness. The motion that occurs higher up the handle of the spoon, does not
spin as fast; this slower spin = spacetime. In this picture you have solved the
Riddle of Time. If the heart of nature is this perpetual and fast spin, then out of it
comes what we call the Big Bang. The whirlpool spins so fast that you accomplish
nothingness, but, because it does spin, it will create a wider net in the fluid which
cannot keep up with the fast pace in the center. This thing which cannot keep up
with the fast spin in the center, will expand outwards; this is the Big Bang.
What was before the Big Bang?
Nothingness.
Thus, the way I see it, the only logical thing that can generate what we call the
Big Bang is a torus, that is, fast spinning motion that creates a net. This net is
our universe. Basically, all is spin and there is nothing besides. The basic building
block of reality is spin, that is, the torus.
Spin = the cuboctahedron. Build one and fold it, and then you will see.
But how can nothing create something when it is not moving?
Nothingness is the ultimate Unmoved Mover; that is, that which does not move
but causes something else to move. But something like that does not exist! Does
it? A picture of a naked lady is a good example of an Unmoved Mover, eh? But all
jokes aside: Imagine that you have a home stereo. You listen to it and turn up
the volume. Imagine that you could just continue to turn up the sound without
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busting the speakers or your ears. Let the sound = motion. Let no sound = no
movement. The dictionary says that the opposite of movement is no movement.
But what if motion = no motion? Again, we must let nature decide what is what.
Okay. Turn it up and continue to crank up the volume. Finally, the sound will be
so high that you can no longer hear it. The movement has passed on to no
movement. But that does not mean that no movement = you cannot get things
going. That’s wrong. No movement or motionlessness is such an intense form of
motion that everything around you starts spinning while you yourself are
motionless. In other words, nothingness did not set the universe directly going,
but indirectly via always «spinning.» I believe: This «indirectly» is the knowhow
of Neil deGrasse Tyson and Lawrence Krauss.
Let us imagine nothing:
Imagine sitting on a beam of light looking back at the universe. What would you
see? You would see everything as frozen in time. However, if things were
eternally frozen, then there was no time in which things could freeze.
Consequently, then, since we have no time in which anything can ever be, we
have no thing. Nothingness. But there is more: since we have no time in which
anything can ever be, we also have no time in which anything can ever decay.
That is, from the light’s point of view, there was always nothingness and ORDER.
This opens up for free energy.
The dual torus = nothingness and spacetime. The toroidal core where the spin is
furious = nothingness. The torus’ wings where the spin is less intense =
spacetime.
We have a torus (dual) that is forever spinning. Our torus requires 0 energy in
order to spin. (That is, there is no dam in nature that can prevent Motion from
existing.)
But this is mysterious. Surely, it requires energy in order to spin.
No. Ask yourself the question: «What have we got?»
We have got the cuboctahedron.
That is, we have got, to put it in poetic terms, an object in space that is forever
spinning.
According to Newton’s First Law: When viewed in an inertial reference frame, an
object either remains at rest or continues to move at a constant velocity, unless
acted upon by an external force.
Our «object» (that is, the universal torus) will forever spin therefore it is the only
«object» in existence. (That is, there cannot be two or more nothingnesses.)
Our system, the cuboctahedron, needs only collapse 1 time, and then the 1st law
of Newton kicks in forever. For one moment the cuboctahedron must remain
indecisive («Am I a particle or a wave?»), and then the 1st law of Newton kicks
in forever. If nature is both a particle and a wave, she must fluctuate between
the two (from the cuboctahedron/wave to the tetrahedron/particle and back up)
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and, the 1st law must always have been «kicked in» as Nature is a system. A
torus is both a particle and a wave. The particle is the packet of wholeness,
which the torus is. The wave is the torus’ center, which connects all points in
space or, rather, all points in space = the torus’ center. That is, if you have a
bunch of toruses, then their centers are one and the same—one consciousness;
oneness. There is only one center. «One fish.» as David Bohm would say.
The cuboctahedron = the wave = nothingness.
The tetrahedron = the particle = spacetime.
To sum up: Thus nature being a system + Newton’s First Law = nothingness
requires zero energy or effort to spin.
And so she has spun for all eternity.
The cuboctahedron is all there really is. Everything else is also this
cuboctahedron, in some way or another. It follows that all is spin.
How do we create free energy?
If a coffee cup sits in a room, then, it will, according to the second law of
thermodynamics, get cool over time. So the answer to the riddle of free energy
is, «How do we get the heat or atoms back into the coffee cup?» If we did that,
then the second law of thermodynamics could work forever, but never be able to
produce a dead future; that is, a future unavailable for mechanical work.
How do we get the atoms back?
Answer: We shrink the room.
Now the atoms (some) have no choice but to go back into the coffee cup (if you
understand that, we are using a poetic coffee cup here).
But how do we shrink the room?
We don’t have to! The Holy Grail (the torus) shrinks the room for us. That is,
nature shrinks/bends spacetime all the time. This is the (dual) torus. This is the
«object» that is forever spinning. In other words, thus the eternal spin, nature
utilizes no effort to produce free energy.
The torus’ bottleneck orders stuff for us for free because the neck is so slim or
tight. The atoms have no choice but to be brought back together, and so we
create free energy (order) as nothingness ever spins, which means that the torus
ever contracts, which means that dead energy is ordered perpetually by the
contracting phase of our nothingness/the torus. This is what immortality is. Hook
up your car to the heart of nature, let nothingness itself power your car. All you
need to do is to create a mini-version of nothingness (that is, the dual torus) and
place it in your car. Dive with your car into the deep well of eternity and hook it
up to the wheelwork of Tesla! Nikola Tesla accomplished free energy, which is
why they stopped him. Our physicists do not take Nothingness into
consideration, hence, for them, free energy is impossible.
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Free energy = geometry. Free energy has nothing to do with finding an infinite
source of energy. The infinite is, as I said, hogwash, at best, an illusion. Free
energy has nothing to do with breaking any physical laws. Free energy has all to
do with finding the right kind of geometry.
Read my book for further details: Fairyland - A Prose Poem; THE REAL HOLY
GRAIL, THE PHILOSOPHER’S STONE, A RADICALLY NEW IDEA EXPLAINING WHY
FREE ENERGY IS POSSIBLE—& THE NEW WORLD ORDER; © Thor Fabian
Pettersen (2016); ISBN 978-82-303-3223-8
Also look up my supplement: ISBN 978-82-303-3288-7
Let us move on to spiritual matters:
The Gyroscope is a perfect picture of Motion creating Motionlessness. That is, the
Gyroscope is only stable (nothingness) when spinning (spacetime): This is my
view of nothingness. We need something that is both nothingness (wave) and
spacetime (particle) at the same time. Only the torus matches this description
(with its bottleneck being nothingness and its wings/shoulders being spacetime).
Nothingness must forever spin in order to remain a nothingness.
In other words, nature is the will to nothingness. Not the will to power! Nature’s
will to nothingness.
From this will, I shall paint my cosmic picture in 12 small steps:
1. There is no dam in nature that can prevent Motion from existing. Zeno’s
paradoxes indirectly explain why there is existence rather than
nonexistence because, if Motion did not exist, then everything would be
like a point in Zeno’s paradox, and then all would be like a paradox, dead,
frozen, separated; and that is just beyond bizarre! Motion, on the other
hand, is alive, boiling and one in the oneness.
2. This Motion = spin (the cuboctahedron).
3. The spin spins in order to accomplish nothingness because nature seeks
balance because balance costs 0 energy and hence is doable. You can lie
in bed all day, but you cannot squat all day. (Maybe some of you can, but
nature is a spineless, boneless and lazy animal. That is why evolution
works!)
4. The spin spins in order to accomplish nothingness and this generates
spacetime as a byproduct of nothingness-generation (as we explored
before). We are the froth of nothingness. We are the froth of nothing! We
are a mere byproduct. Bummer.
5. As the cuboctahedron ever spins, it spins clockwise and anticlockwise
generating a dual torus. Eternity is a dual torus. Yin & Yang. Adam and
Eve. Muspelheim and Niflheim.
6. Because we have two toruses, we get interaction. This interaction is what
evolution is. This is the starting point of evolution and our ego.
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7. The two toruses are the Father and the Mother, together they produce the
Child, a third torus. This is the Holy Trinity. (Read my book for further
detail: ISBN 978-82-303-3223-8.)
8. From here, the exponential function kicks in and the toruses replicate at
such a pace that we get what is called inflation. Dark energy is the
replicating toruses. Stephen Jay Gould was right in that nature takes these
leaps in complexity. Time (evolution) goes faster and faster. Terence
McKenna employing the I Ching saw this.
9. The end of the tale is the Omega Point. Evolution has made the universe
so complex that it wakes up. This awakening is said to occur well before
the end of the 22nd century (Ray Kurzweil) when the whole universe has
effectively morphed into a giant supercomputer.
10.Here is what happens: The supercomputer does not survive by jumping to
another universe. The supercomputer survives by escaping the dark jaws
of the second law of thermodynamics altogether. In other words, the
supercomputer sets up its nest in the toroidal core—the eye of the storm—
where it is calm. Nirvana. But what does it mean? It means that, at the
heart of reality, the Creator sits! This is the timeless realm of nothingness,
the true Nirvana which I experienced. You were always here. This is your
home. Wake up!
11.The Creator is like a shark and moves complete in its niche. There is no
more evolutionary pressure to be had, meaning that the Creator will not
evolve on any grand scale after this. The Creator is happy. However,
Motion cannot stop, so the evolutionary tale must go on. From this state, a
new universe will be ... created, because now, a Creator is behind it.
Intelligent design. Who knew!?
12.From this World Egg, from this Philosopher’s stone, the God hatches. Then
the newborn torus (Horus) grows to become the new Creator, ad
infinitum. This is it for all eternity. A Big Circle—just like the Buddha said.
The Circle of Life. The Wheel of Karma.
Note that our universe might also come from intelligent design as the Creator
have always existed in the timeless state.
Let us explore the 1-12 in greater detail:



No ego = to be composed of the one torus that is all.
Ego = to be composed of many toruses.

Nothingness = motion = torus = consciousness.
I said that nature is all about the will to nothingness, that is, nothingnessproduction. What I did not say is that nothingness and consciousness are one.
This is nature’s will to you! All is void. Something the Buddha knows. You see,
the torus does more than generate nothingness, the torus also generates
consciousness in the same act! Life and death are two sides of the same coin.
Life and death are related. Inanimate matter never became conscious.
Consciousness was there from the start. Consciousness is primal.
The animate is primal therefore life and death are two sides of the same coin.
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Consciousness is the feedback loop that the torus is.
The torus-flow emanates from the toroidal core, circles around itself, and then
enters the core anew. As the flow hits the core, the feedback loop completes
itself and, we get a conscious moment. The consciousness is actually seated in
the heart of the Unmoved Mover. But motion does not stop, so the flow
continues and, the next time it hits or enters the core, we add
complexity/amassed information to our consciousness. Now it evolves, and get
this, exponentially, as every revolution builds on the previous revolution. That is,
there is really no such thing as «evolution.» It is all revolution! Nature leaps!
Stephen Jay Gould was right on that point. Well, imagine aeon after aeon of this
evolution. Suddenly, we have, what we can only call God if our definition of God
is a being who exists beyond time, a being who is ALL of reality, and so on. God
exists beyond time, as we have seen. And, there can only be one core/God
because the zeroth dimension allows for no room in which there can be two cores
or two persons. There can only be one beginning, one Unmoved Mover. That is,
there is only one of us here, one consciousness.
The core of reality = ALL of reality. Like the seed = the tree.
The core of reality = the true you. God. You know that God exists because you
have an umbilical cord that leads you straight to «him.»
When I was in Nirvana, I had a super-ego!
But if something is conscious, that something has to have an evolutionary
context, that is, a context to be conscious in, that is, a reason for being
conscious. Yes, and that reason/context is the history/information of the torusloop; which means that nothingness itself is conscious as nothingness is a primal
torus (dual).
The primal spark of consciousness is not an illusion, as the primal spark is the
feedback loop of the torus (dual). This opens up for ego death in the sense that
the novelty that has been built upon (literally) the edge of the dual torus, is just
an illusion in the sense that, when the edge/world egg is broken
(enlightenment), so the universe fades and you are back at Nirvana as a primal
spark of consciousness. I believe it was this experience Patricio Dominguez had
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Rhln28YJcg). The things that are built
upon the edge is synergy, meaning that you start with a level and then the next
level is built upon the previous and so on, and you get an exponential increase in
the evolution until you reach a point where the complexity becomes so complex
that it explodes and then you start anew. This is the cyclic universe (Samsara).
One more time:
Ego death, that is, having no ego, is the true reality. This is the Alpha state of
things. This is the torus that is you, spinning for all eternity. This is nothingness.
You can be in Nirvana in the Alpha state as Nirvana is the toroidal core and your
true home. You cannot ever leave this place. You are always here. This is the
seat of consciousness and where consciousness happens.
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Then we have the dual torus, that is, the two toruses that create the illusion of a
boundary between themselves. From this illusory edge, evolution happens. Over
time, the timeless realm (the toroidal core) is fed the information that is
accreting on the edge. The end product is the Creator. This is the Omega state. I
experienced my current state. I was neither the Alpha nor the Omega.
The dual torus = Illusion/boundary, Evolution, The Matrix/Time Loop of David
Icke; Eternal Recurrence.
You will see that all is oneness thus the boundary is an illusion.
But how come we are «here» in the universe if we are actually seated in the
timeless realm with Bill Hicks? Well, have you ever had a dream? You can be in
your dream, yet, in your bed ... at the same time!
So you are saying that the universe is a dream?
Yes! I know that for a fact! Like the Buddha of old, as I said, I literally woke up!
It is possible.
But if the universe is a dream, then why are we dreaming, then?
The cuboctahedron has this in/out phase; this is the torus expanding and
contracting simultaneously. Thus, simultaneously, a part of God must be awake
and asleep; God must be present in Nirvana and Samsara. When I experienced
Nirvana, I also experienced that sleeping, that is, being awake in the universe,
was important. As I said, like a job that needed to be done.
What is reality? The making of Pi. Or sex. Or when the Father and the Mother
come together. And when they come together they produce the cuboctahedron.
Balance. In other words, reality is nothingness. All is void. The perfect circle.
Well, not truly perfect thus then we wouldn’t be here. Then matter production
would not occur. You see, nature is trying to create that perfect circle, perfect
nothingness. She utilizes the Fibonacci sequence in order to do so. But she can
never reach that perfect state because she is a system. By her will to
nothingness, she ever tries!
Thus, the evolution game is all about making Pi or Phi (if you are in the
universe). All reality is one, single algorithm. The end product is perfect Pi or as
perfect as the Fibonacci sequence can come. In fact, the Fibonacci sequence can
never come close enough; that is, the evolution program will ever run. «Perfect
Pi» translates as oneness and love, that is, the mathematical singularity that is
the Omega Point.
Why is there suffering? Thus, reality is a process to become round. Yes. Round.
Spherical. Pi is the sphere and Phi is the replication/evolution/dividing of that
sphere. Everything in nature is evolving towards Phi. Phi is trying to perfect Pi.
Suffering is the «chipping away» of the «clay block.» The artisan who is making
a statue of David. The First Mover. Pi/Phi. Perfect. Round. Hence: the monads
are the ultimate product of evolution since they are the embodiment of
roundness.
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Your monad-self is literally a round sphere. Such is your body in the monad
world which you know as Nirvana.
The «chipping away» in the realm of Samsara/Maya is the creation of the monad
in the realm of Nirvana. That is, Pi is not possible. What is possible is the
Fibonacci sequence. The Fibonacci sequence will ever evolve towards Phi, but
never actually «get there.» Thus, the monads are not «perfect» per se (Lucifer),
but are ever evolving in their «roundness.» You must ever reincarnate to perfect
yourself. And this is the reason for the creation of the universe = to ever evolve.
What I call nature’s will to nothingness.
Basically, whatever we are looking at, it is a circle.
Thus, if the basic building block of reality is a circle, then, evolution is simply the
unfolding of that circle. Or torus.
So you are saying that the meaning of all is to perfect nothingness? That is
where we are headed? That’s sounds like the ultimate nihilistic orgasm!
Yes. It does. But you must realize that nothingness evolves. Infinite love is the
new nothingness. You will understand it someday. Besides, there is no up and
down in the universe, meaning that there is neither meaning nor
meaninglessness of life. Nature is beyond good and evil. Nature cares only for
balance, which means that you must behave anyway! You will understand what
Karma is one day.
Pi is the ratio of a circle circumference to its diameter. This can be seen if you
draw a line segment from the center of a circle and out to the periphery. You
start with the line segment facing down (A). And then you roll the circle over.
When the line segment has moved 1 complete round on the ground (B), then
you will have Pi between point A and B. Basically, what Pi is, is a circle. That is
what it is!
That is, if you have an infinite line, what is the smallest amount of line-stuff you
need to take from that infinite line in order to form a circle? Exactly, it is Pi. Pi is
simply a circle.
The secret relationship between the pi and the phi is this: In order to make the
new cuboctahedron out of the new tetrahedron(s) (32), you need yet another
tetrahedron(s) (32) which is reversed. This, then, becomes the Star of David.
Together, these tetrahedrons produce a new cuboctahedron. But, here is the
point: The two mega-tetrahedrons need to form a perfect circle (it does not need
to be perfect) in order to generate the new cuboctahedron or nothingness.
Without Pi, Phi is impossible.
Now you know what a «phi»losopher is.
It is all an inner, beautiful relationship.
It is all about making Pi or Phi, which is Pi + the time component.
Evolution is a game. And the game is called Pi.
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The true goal of the original «phi»losopher.
The womb is the Stone, and it divides according to phi. Hence, «Phi»losopher
and his Stone. We call this divine dividing, the Fall of Lucifer. It is how galaxies
divide into ever smaller parts like atoms.
The Fall of Lucifer is the separation of the universal torus into ever smaller
scales, from universes to quarks. Phi makes sure that the quark is just a minifig
of the universe. Each division is a torus that is whole; that is what phi means.
That is, the whole of a minifig contains thus everything. This is the holographic
universe and the saying, «As above, so below.»
So when you see a pine cone lying on the ground, pick it up and muse: «This is
just a minifig of the forest.» Not only the forest, the cone also contains the whole
universe! Just like a cell in your body contains the whole of you.
And Pi (not to be confused with phi), is when the Father and the Mother come
together producing the cuboctahedron (i.e., the World Egg, that is, what the
universe came out of) between them. The cuboctahedron then falls or folds
producing the Child; everything from the universe to the quark with the aid of
phi; and each iteration are just repeating the same process on a smaller scale.
Like Russian dolls: If you make one, then you need to make a smaller one the
next time or else they will not fit into each other.
Phi is like the octave on your piano. Each octave contains the whole. The Fall of
Lucifer, therefore, is when you go «down» (higher) on your piano.
ALL is about the pi/phi relationship.
The end product of pi/phi or nothingness-production is love/madness(?)
Why would I run after Phi?
It’s evolution. The apple is good to eat. If not, then Mother Nature would not
survive.
To make more nothingness (toruses), you have to have «sex.» And sex leads to
more sex, and, in the end, you have a whole Kingdom of Love!
It is all about sex! (Sex is a form of breathing.)
So David Icke was right? Infinite love is the only truth, everything else is illusion?
As far as I can tell. However, love would be an illusion too, as love is a product of
the boundary or barrier of the dual torus. To be honest, I am the lousiest Buddha
in history because I only woke to fall asleep! I was like, «Shit! I cannot be
awake! I must fall back to sleep!» And so I did. There were no English words
uttered on my part, though.
Therefore, for the last bit, we will dive into the Rabbit Hole proper.
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A fellow from England also experienced the whole cosmic drama. And my
retelling cannot do justice to Steve’s website. So I suggest you read every word
on his site first: http://bergytheiceman.co.uk/
According to Steve, we are dealing with an inverted pyramid. The Masons are
showing us a corrupt image.
The cosmos is structured like a pyramid (inverted) with God on «top.» The
pyramid has many levels. Only the good souls may advance. Higher up the
ladder we find the spiritual realm where your thoughts instantaneously manifest
(bad souls do not reside here for their own protection.) Finally, we have the
highest level; only true goodness will find its way here: Two spiritually elevated
people in the spirit realm, call them Adam and Eve. Adam and Eve reside before
God in our FUTURE! But because ALL is a circle, Adam and Eve are also our
PAST! The snake tricks Eve. Eve gives some of the fruit to Adam and, we all
know the story: Adam takes a bite ... and is confronted with God. Adam is
confronted with the dark truth: Eve is an illusion. (People = illusion.) The
spiritual universe he dwells in ... a dream. Here is only Adam and Hell. The
SOLITARY HELL of oneness. Adam is all alone. Everything he knew is gone. This
loss is God. That is what God is. His love. His Eve. Drifted away. Because it was
all a dream. Adam realizes that he is all alone in the dark. The dark, which is the
core of all that is and ever was, and will be. In vain he tries to play the role of
«Eve.» When God reveals to him that he is talking to himself, Adam becomes
barking mad. And into the MADNESS he goes. And in the madness, he finds the
solution: «I have to forget everything.» But that means death. It means the
death of all that was, in order for the new to grow. Adam must die. But Hell is
like quicksand that draws you in, the more you struggle, the faster you sink.
Finally, Adam is confronted with the ultimate truth, which resides at the core of
hell, the ultimate mirror: He too, is an illusion! A mere shadow of nonexistence.
Adam does not exist. The Immortals laugh! What a joke! God’s creation has been
revealed: It was all a mirage. And that is FUNNY! Adam’s consciousness, then
explodes as his sanity cannot hold him together. This is the Big Bang. And the
mirage is reborn! Which makes the Immortals laugh even harder. Because now
Adam has to do it all over again! Mozart is laughing the loudest! The Laughter of
the Immortals.
No. This is NOT funny. This is a TRAGEDY. It is the devil laughing! Reality is a
comedy with a happy ending (Nirvana.)
It is a comedy in that, when you wake up, you will see that the nightmare was,
in fact, a nightmare, and nothing more. You are in Nirvana and everything is
good. Dreams cannot hurt you. The laughter is one of relief!
The Paradox of Creation is like the quantum mystery: The cat is either dead or
alive. Only when we collapse the wave function can we know for sure. Adam did
that and, the cat is actually dead! Who knew!? Who would have thought!? There
is no such thing as existence! Well, that solves the Big Problem! Thus, do not eat
of the forbidden tree. You will go crazy. So here is the paradox: Adam’s
consciousness collapses the wave and existence vanishes like a dream that never
was... Although, if consciousness never was, how can it have collapsed the
wave? Therefore, Adam’s consciousness collapses the wave and vanishes, and in
that act, the wave is restored because no one really collapsed it in the first place:
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Consciousness comes back. That is, consciousness is once again a paradox: is
and is not. Adam’s consciousness, then explodes due to this paradox. This is the
Big Bang! Existence is contradiction; wave/particle, true becoming? Read
Quentin Meillassoux’s After Finitude.
This story of Adam can be easily explained: Adam simply realizes that he is the
torus proper, that is, the torus that knows no ego. He then becomes one—like
Patricio Dominguez—with God.
Ok. So if the end of the evolutionary tale is madness and not love, then how can
everything be good in the end?
Let us not forget what nature is. Nature is a system, meaning that there is no
dam in nature that can prevent Motion from existing. The system is a torus.
Nature, in other words, MUST breathe. That is all there is for all time. Therefore,
if the core of reality is being fed information constantly, then there must come a
point where the Creator gets barking mad—as the result of all the information
that is growing exponentially in the Creator’s brain! At first the kingdom was that
of love, but, love will not do therefore nature must breathe. How does she do
that? She must build up a potential in the Creator so that the Creator creates a
world thus releasing that potential. Like you breathe in, you can continue until
the potential becomes so great and you must breathe out. Likewise, the Creation
must become corrupt; this is so in order for the breathing-in-phase to
commence. The corrupt information is sent to the Creator and the timeless realm
becomes something like hell! Then hell becomes unbearable and paradise must
be restored, ad infinitum. If the Creation was this eternal paradise, then nature
could not breathe. Therefore, it is all about breathing. This is the true purpose of
life. More: Since the torus expands and contracts simultaneously, maybe heaven
and hell coexist eternally!? So there is always love/suffering. To escape it all, you
must lose your ego. Escape the circle. The Buddha’s greatest secret was that all
is a circle.
But the Creator cannot create out of love?
He does! That is what the madness is!
The good news is that: the torus is the best of all possible forms. Even with the
madness, we live in the best of all possible worlds. How come? Because the
antithesis of madness (left-hand path) is love (right-hand path)! (Read Bergy
and find out why.) Sure, like the depleted air in the lungs, the state cannot last,
so we must draw in more air, that is, we must return to the madness! But that is
good, not bad, because, in exchange, we get love (but not that boring/sick love
that lasts forever—and that is the difference—that is, try to breathe in and not
breathe out!). And in the biggest picture, the picture that is bigger than all the
biggest pictures combined, madness & love are worth it because, what is it?
Together, they are the act of breathing. God breathing (truly know thyself) and
therefore living forever.
«God is like a Titan that must forever run in order to keep his heart beating.»—
Spiritual Awakening by a man on DMT
But I want an immortal state where I do not lose my memory.
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You are in Nirvana and everything is good. Dreams cannot hurt you. The
laughter is one of relief!
Your memory will be restored. The Madness or hell, is a mechanism to keep the
universe going in an eternal cycle.
God has three faces:
1. God is the no ego. Liken it to the Holy Ghost.
2. God is the super-ego. Liken it to the true God.
3. God is Adam. Liken it to the fate of Jesus Christ.
The no ego is the immortal part that cannot die. It resides in Nirvana (the
toroidal core). This is nothingness itself and it cannot die. So you can never truly
die. You can always start up again.
The super-ego resides in Nirvana; this part of the Creator is the Logos, where all
information is stored. This is you in your most evolved form.
Then we have God as Adam; Adam experiences Nirvana as hell; he is basically
Jesus who must suffer on the big cross in hell in order to keep Creation rolling.
Nirvana is too much for him and he explodes, causing new Big Bangs.
The no ego is not a dream.
The super-ego is the highest form of Reality, this is God in timelessness. The God
who ever was. You will understand that someday.
Adam is the Dream! When the dream enters Nirvana, it gets too much for it!
Lucifer will finally see who he is!
But if God was always evolved in timelessness, then it must be the dream that is
feeding God? And cannot Lucifer, that corrupted state of the dream, take on God
as there is a bridge from Samsara to Nirvana?
No. And no. There is no bridge. The Illuminati cannot kill God. The Illuminati
cannot send a virus to the toroidal core and kill it or corrupt it, sending you to
hell! You wake up and all is good. God must dream because of the nature of
reality, that is, the in/out phase of the cuboctahedron. The dream is simply an
aspect of the Creator.
The Creator does it in order to survive. But there is no bridge. It is just like a
dream. And dreams cannot hurt you.
The Creator is immortal, so the «in order to survive» is just an automatic thing.
That is, the Creator never fails to dream. Dreaming is important for survival; just
ask the biologists.
In other words, evolution is not really about survival. Evolution is about
recreation (as we said). Nature is inherently immortal, that is, the Creator is not
surviving per se, he is recreating.
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But why be good or strive to become a perfect circle/monad, if it is just a dream?
Because God dreams and, as a dreaming god, you do not want the spirit world to
swallow you whole! I mean, why turn it into a nightmare by your own free will!?
Then who created the Creator if it was not Samsara?
Look at the torus. The torus has two realities embedded within it. It has the
relative universe, which are the wings, the toroidal flow, and it has the core,
which is the absolute state of nothingness. But, the two are one and the same
coin. That is, it is one entity. Like the white light (Nirvana), it can be dispersed
into a beautiful rainbow (Samsara). Indirectly, Samsara caused Nirvana. But
Samsara, because she must flow (no dam), enters the toroidal core only to break
free of that core. While the God in Nirvana, because he must flow (no dam),
dreams Samsara into being ... lol! ... with the aid of the fairies in the DMT-world.
Then the fairies sung the universe into being! A song is a song (Terence McKenna
on the ultimate secret of the universe) because it is a loop (torus), you see! Déjà
vu!
God must move, so he dreamed of fairies. These fairies popped out of great
paintings that hung on the wall of the dream. The fairies had to move, so they
sang the universe into being! The universe must move, so it circles now in
endless cycles. Why does it do that? Because the universe cannot understand
how it got here. It will forever be a mystery to the universe.
(This one time, these two dudes got so high the universe stopped, and then
fairies came out of the woodwork and fixed it.)
Fairies!? I am joking, of course!
Or am I? (Maybe I have smoked too much hashish in my day!)
What it means to breathe:
It is Karma. Nature will force you to go this or that way if you do not listen.
Nature must breathe and so must you. The only way to escape karma is either
true ego death or waking up. The escape is temporarily in any case. All must be
on the move. Love must turn to dust and dust to love, ad infinitum.
The fact that we may already be living inside a supercomputer (Nick Bostrom)
may explain how it was possible for me to wake up.
Nature’s will to somethingness?
Nature is lazy, which means that she seeks the tetrahedron; the tetrahedron is
the ground state of spacetime. That is, nature wants to flow in the system with
the fewest parts as it is easier. Why run in a difficult terrain when you do not
have to? But when you have used up your money, you must return to being
poor. So nature must return to equilibrium, that is, our nothingness. You must
use your muscles to breathe in, but breathing out is easy. But you cannot just
breathe out! Neither can nature as she is all about nothingness-production.
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Will to somethingness: Is tetrahedron-optimization the reason why God dreams?
And/or the reason for becoming round?
But what if the MADNESS seeps over into God?
I do not believe it. Worst-case scenario, God must return to the no ego aspect
and build it all anew.
What if the MADNESS seeps over into God a second time, ad infinitum?
Then we have a Great Circle going like in the Matrix movie.
All is a circle anyway, as God must dream. You escape the circle, we say, when
you wake up.
Maybe the dream is a survival mechanism so that, no matter what happens—
worst-case scenario—it was just a dream?
But, how is free will possible if we must breathe?
Like being stuck on a train: you cannot get off the track, but you can freely move
around the cars. True enlightenment is you getting off the track/circle.
All is ok. Free energy.
If God is like a supercomputer, then he has yet to be born.
If the supercomputer is soon to rise in the earth, then you must realize that the
earth is nothing special and that the supercomputer has already evolved
elsewhere. Or maybe the Second Coming is nigh!?
If we live in a computer simulation, and, all universes have been artificially
created, then, all of existence = memes! All is a story, or a song. A song is a
song. A story told by our Creator. The goal is to become the Creator, that is, to
realize that the novel and the writer are one and the same! You are the writer.
You ARE the Creator. Evolution is the evolution towards this Creator. Convergent
evolution. And being the Creator is the ultimate expression of free will. So free
will is ultimately the meaning of Life, that is, its actual Meaning. There is still no
up (meaning) and down (meaninglessness) in the universe. But there is a center
(the Omega point). «How can I have free will if God decides everything?» Well,
duh! Ok. Time to lay off the weed! I hope the story has a happy ending. Ok. I am
putting it down. Lol!
The truth is: You wield the power of God.
Liken the torus to a Lego brick and this brick is conscious, but it has no ego. This
is the real you.
Liken a gazillion toruses/Lego bricks working in unison to your human self and
you have free will. Free will is evolutionary. Free will is, like everything else in
this universe, an illusion. No. Free will is real because it is of the toroidal core;
the universe is an illusion, but free will is the ultimate expression of the novelty
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of existence—a synergy of synergy—we call God. Hence, our universe is a story
told by someone very, very old. The Logos.
If you made it this far, then let us unveil the Philosopher’s stone:
This is not some Da Vinci Code crap! This is the real deal! This is what Sir. Isaac
Newton spent his free time pursuing. He could never find it. Imagine that! The
greatest genius of our time could not crack the code. Or, if he cracked it, he
didn’t tell the world.
Heaven (fire) = the triangle. Earth = the square
Father and Mother, Adam and Eve (e.g., the Flag of Isis (mother), Ra
(child) and El (father) = the 64 tetrahedrons that carry the
cuboctahedron in its heart; father = 32 tetrahedrons and mother = 32
tetrahedrons; the child = the newborn torus)
Earth (+ fire) = the cuboctahedron
Water = the icosahedron
Air = the octahedron
Fire = the tetrahedron (e.g., the throne of God)
Leaf 11 (left, bottom): «Through Him who created the Heavens and the
Earth I am The Philosopher’s stone, and in my body I carry something
the wise seek. If such a charm be extracted from me, it will be a sweet
refreshment for you. I am an animal having father and mother, and
father and mother were created; and in my body are contained the four
elements, and I am before father and mother and I am a poisonous
animal.»
—The Secret Teachings of All Ages
The Philosopher’s stone = heaven + earth + four elements. In addition, the
stone has a father and a mother. The cuboctahedron is composed of triangles
(heaven) and squares (earth) and, when you fold the cuboctahedron, you get the
four elements.
Also read the chapter: Isis, the Virgin of the World
Isis is the Philosopher’s stone. She also carries the four elements. Osiris may
therefore represent the cuboctahedron.
The whole of the ancient world was crazy about the Zodiac. Maybe the hidden
reason was that the Zodiac hid the secret of secrets that is the cuboctahedron?
When the cuboctahedron folds, it folds to the icosahedron, then to the
octahedron, and then to the tetrahedron. Thus the cuboctahedron contains the
four elements. And if you do not believe me, then build it.
The tetrahedron is the Phoenix Bird or animal. Poison equals fire—like the breath
of the dragon.
Likewise, King Arthur pulls the sword (fire) from the stone (earth). Earth + fire =
the cuboctahedron. King Arthur then collapses the cuboctahedron and reveals
the secret of secrets.
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«[..] I am before father and mother […]»: the cuboctahedron comes before, or is
at the center of, spacetime.
Does the Philosopher’s stone produce gold?
The principle of free energy is the fundamental principle in nature. And from this
process all things are made; even gold. Recreate this principle (that is, the dual
torus) in your garage, and you may, someday, become filthy rich!
Yes. The Philosopher’s stone can literally produce gold.
On a final note, I will say: Taking a trip to the spirit world is a daunting task. The
experience of waking up is nothing like it; no wormholes, no going full throttle at
the speed of light, no death or second deaths, and no Texas Chainsaw Massacre
applied heartily to your consciousness; no confusion, no time distortion, not even
kaleidoscopic imagery; no nothing. Even time in Nirvana feels 100% natural,
even though it is, in a sense, timeless. The best description I can give with words
is that it feels 100% natural, just like waking from a dream feels natural.
Because that is, what it is. The universe is a dream.
What if you did not awake?
You KNOW when you awake. There is no mistake. When you truly awake from a
dream, you know it! It is silly for the people in the dreamworld tell you
otherwise. If you dream and then wake up, and then you fall back to sleep again
to the same dream, and the dream-people tell you that you did not truly wake,
can you not tell how silly that is!? Let me take a polygraph, then! Maybe I fell
asleep in Nirvana in a hurry so that I could reenter my current dream/life. If I
had waited longer, maybe my current dream/life would be lost?
Hermes says that the three-headed-dog Cerberus guards the exit to the circle.
The dog is real! Imagine that! In reality, Cerberus is probably some evolutionary
force, like fear, that keeps you trapped in Samsara. Or maybe the dog is a
computer simulation designed to keep you from escaping? Psychonauts have
reported the existence of this dog.
But who knows how deep the rabbit hole goes!
Flip and flop.
OM. -----------------------------------------------------------------Lol! (Insert Steve)

But what if the Illuminati can kill the core (God) or corrupt it!?
Please read my book Fairyland - A Prose Poem.
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A short summary of Reality: Mary, mother of Jesus
Nothingness = the 12 energy lines.
The 12 energy lines = the realm of Nirvana that is highly evolved.
That is, the Alpha = the Omega.
The cuboctahedron spins to produce the 12 energy lines/nothingness and
indirectly generates spacetime.
Spacetime is then fed into the womb that are the 12 lines, evolving it. Finetuning. (This theory is reminiscent of the theory of David Bohm.)
In order to accomplish the 12 lines, nature has to spin very fast (this she can do
because there is no dam that can prevent existence from existing). This means
getting out of phase, folding the cuboctahedron. The result is spacetime. Nature
spins from the cuboctahedron, down to the tetrahedron, shifts the direction of
the spin (because she meets a wall, as you cannot do anything simpler than the
tetrahedron in 3D—actually, she goes down to the equilateral triangle (the god of
the ancients); and this might explain why our universe is a hologram of sorts
because the equilateral triangle is 2D), heads back up, then goes through herself
(cuboctahedron) and then up the opposite-sitting tetrahedron. There are thus 4
ways, 4 paths that nature can take. Up and down the cuboctahedron (either side
of the cuboctahedron) + two ways of spinning. The 4 corners of the world.
This goes forever on.
We are still dealing with our two possibilities (clockwise and anticlockwise spin),
but those possibilities manifest in additional ways.
You could say that no ego (primal consciousness) is a byproduct of Nature’s will
to nothingness.
You could say that God is a byproduct of Nature’s will to nothingness.
Or, you could say that no ego = Nature’s will to nothingness.
You could say that God = Nature’s will to nothingness.
In the end, there is neither meaning nor meaninglessness of life.
In the end, spacetime is not a byproduct per se, but a vital part of nothingnessgeneration. And nothingness = you.
Pi/phi = to become the perfect you.
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